
               Custom Evaluation for CPSC 533C: InfoVis
              Professor Tamara Munzner, Term 1 2009-2010

New this year - official evaluations are online. Please do also fill
them out!

Thanks for filling out this evaluation, it will help me improve the course
in years to come! You can return this to my mailbox if you don’t have
time to finish it in class or missed that class  - but please put it in an
envelope since I don’t read these until I have submitted all grades. 

number of hours spent per week for the
first seven weeks on readings+questions: ______

number of hours spent on presentation preparation: ________

this course

 exceeded my expectations     met my expectations      fell below my expectations

would you recommend this course to another grad student? 

 highly recommend it          maybe recommend it       definitely not recommend it

the content of this course was

 too introductory             just right            too advanced

were lectures

 too fast                     just right            too slow

in attending Prof Munzner’s lectures, I

 learned a lot                learned some          learned very little

Prof Munzner’s lecture slides in this course were

 very useful                  ok                    nearly useless

guest lecture from Bruckner (scivis) was

 very useful                  ok                    nearly useless

guest lecture from Andrews (text) was

 very useful                  ok                    nearly useless

in doing the reading for this course, I

 learned a lot                learned some          learned very little

in writing questions about the reading for this course, I

 thought a lot                thought some          thought very little

in doing the presentation for this course, I

 learned a lot                learned some          learned very little

in doing the project for this course, I

 learned a lot                learned some          learned very little

for the most part, attending my classmate’s presentations was

 was very worthwhile          was somewhat useful   was a waste of my time



was the total workload

 more than most other courses   about the same      less than most

was meeting with Prof Munzner individually

 very useful                  somewhat useful       not useful

were the videos/demos shown during lectures

 very useful                  somewhat useful       not useful

the feedback/grading I got from the professor was

 very helpful                 somewhat helpful      not at all helpful

the delay on seeing my grades
 much less than usual in other courses    about the same      much more than usual

the following topics were covered in lectures:
 intro, design studies, fundamentals, perception/memory, color, 
 statistical graphics, multiples/interaction, space/layers,
 navigation/zooming, high dimensionality, graphs/trees,
 user studies, text, scivis, process/papers

 which lectures were 

  best? 
 

  worst? 

what did you like best about CS533?

what did you like least about CS533?

how would you like to see CS533 changed next time?

please add any additional comments on CS533


